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Agreement for the development and commercialization of LUCAS® Batteries in Asia and Oceania                            
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Lucas Oil premium motor oils to reach South American markets through VT Batteries                            
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Lucas Oil and VT Batteries sign strategic agreement for lubricant distribution in South America                            
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VT Batteries and Exide renew 23-24 sponsorship with Burgos CF                            
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Manage Cookie Consent




VTBatteries is responsible for the processing of your personal data. We use technical cookies that are necessary for the operation of the website and, if you consent, we will use our own and third party cookies to optimize our website and our service. See our Cookie Policy
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data-trpgettextoriginal=Always active							





The storage or technical access is strictly necessary for the legitimate purpose of enabling the use of a specific service explicitly requested by the subscriber or user, or for the sole purpose of carrying out the transmission of a communication over an electronic communications network.
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The storage or technical access is necessary for the legitimate purpose of storing preferences not requested by the subscriber or user.
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Technical storage or access that is used exclusively for statistical purposes.
Storage or technical access which is used exclusively for anonymous statistical purposes. Without a request, voluntary compliance by your Internet service provider, or additional records from a third party, information stored or retrieved solely for this purpose cannot be used to identify you.
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The storage or technical access is necessary to create user profiles to send advertising, or to track the user on a website or across multiple websites for similar marketing purposes.
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